
What Are The Advantages Of The Rice Straw Production
Line?
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extruded and cooled by an extruder to form and cut. A special cutting machine can be
used to cut different lengths, diameters, thicknesses, etc. 

The rice straw is made of rice flour, cornstarch and other raw materials, which are extruded and
cooled by an extruder to form and cut. A special cutting machine can be used to cut different
lengths, diameters, thicknesses, etc., and use after cooling, forming and drying. This kind of
straw has the characteristics of environmental protection, no additives, edible, etc., suitable for
the crowd: the elderly, children, infants, high-end catering market.

 

Introduction To Straws: In appearance, the rice straws are similar to ordinary plastic straws, and
the taste of the drink will not be affected. The straws can be eaten directly, and the taste is
harder, which is similar to rice crispy rice. The rice straw can be soaked in hot drinks for two to
three hours, and it lasts longer in cold drinks. The production process of rice straws is not
complicated, and the company has adopted automation and large-scale production. The current
monthly output has increased to about 300 million, and it plans to supply hundreds of cafes and
some hotels in South Korea.
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1.Features of Shandong Loyal rice straw processing equipment

 

1 Centralized control of touch screen, accurate
and convenient.

2 The motor and the distribution box are directly
connected for transmission, with less energy

loss.
3 Imported bearing set is adopted, with strong

carrying capacity.
4 The barrel is equipped with a water injection

device to better meet the requirements of raw
materials and quality.

5 High-speed tool steel screw, hardness
HRC?62, long service life.

6 Building block type combined screw can be
combined freely according to different raw
materials and products. 7. Linear bearing

adjustment is accurate and fast.
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2. Packaging And Transportation

Inside the package: plastic bag.

Exterior: wooden box (wooden box or wooden pellets are used according to customer
requirements).

Shipping: Express or according to customer requirements.
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3.Our Service

 Pre-Sale Service

1 According to the customer's factory scale, the
factory layout can be provided in advance.

2 Special machines can be provided according to
customer requirements.

3  According to the special requirements of
customers, we provide reasonable solutions

and free design to help select equipment.

 

Service During The Sale

1 Assist customers in designing factories, provide
professional advice, and provide free factory

layout engineering drawings.
2 Welcome to visit our factory or domestic

customers' factories.
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3 Check the machine before leaving the factory.

 

After-Sales Service

1 The distribution map will be provided according
to the buyer's request.

2 Train front-line operators.
3 Provide basic formulas.
4 Free perishable spare parts will be sent

together with the container.
5 Installation can be done by engineers.
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